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Improving Clifton Lose to Old Albanians
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Clifton Vs
Old Albanians

Sponsored by
Netsafe UK

An improved Clifton display still saw them leave without any points against a good Old Albanians team. Their high
scoring opponents were limited to 3 tries but Clifton will be left to ponder over missed opportunities again after handling
errors let them down at key moments. However, they will be encouraged by the display, particularly of their forwards.
They are competing well even against the top teams in the division and know that with a couple of areas tightened up
that are causing the majority of mistakes they will soon turn in the results.

Clifton competed well throughout the game against opponents who are known to play attractive rugby and have a
number of very good and experienced players in their team. Clifton scored two tries through Matt Britton and James
Golledge together with 8 points from the boot of Gareth Knox. They will be disappointed not to turn huge pressre at the
end of the game into another try that would have seen them pick up a deserved bonus point.

The Clifton Sausage man of the match was Elliot Booley for an impressive display at prop. For Ben Jordans match
report click here.

Clifton look forward to another home game next week against Southend and with National 2 South really hotting up there
is all to play for in the marathon season that is not half way done yet.

Why not take up the fantastic sport of rugby in 2011 and join a great sporting community?

http://www.cliftonrugby.co.uk
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Clifton Rugby

Clifton can cater for players of all ages and abilities. If you are a
senior player, we run 4 teams from the first team who compete in
National 2 against teams from all over the south of the country and the
second team competing in the Gloucestershire premier reserve league, to
the third and fourth teams who play in the local Bristol leagues contact Darren Lloyd on 07803 022875 ordarrenlloyd@cliftonrugby.co.uk or turn up to training at the Portway Rugby
Centre on a Tuesday at 7 or on Thursday at the club at 7.

Clifton also has a thriving mini and junior section catering for all
ages from 7 - 17. If you are interested or want more info just click on
the Junior and Mini links to the left and contact the relevant age contact manager.

http://www.cliftonrugby.co.uk
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